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- And then software development as an industry boomed
  - Companies focused on long term commitments
  - Managers wanted predictability & cookie cutter processes
  - Outsider perspectives drove industry approaches
- Royce’s 1970s paper against monolithic (waterfall) methods was used in support of waterfall....
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- This is not a secret
- Good developers & clients are not fooled
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- It is problematic enough that the DoD released guidelines on detective “Agile BS”
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Beware!
Additional buzzwords!
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What are the risks & benefits of these?
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• All of these approaches may integrate components that *do not yet exist!*

• Partial, fake, & prototype implementations are common approaches to ensure progress.
  – Just take care that the fake does not become production

• Stub or fake implementations also aid in partitioning and team development!
  – First design core API
  – Independent work happens on different “physical” files
Let’s try it out (quickly)